
In the tables below, you will find all major changes in the red table and all clarifications of existing rules in the green table.  

An additional change resulting in version 02.22-23 of the SBE BSc-EER is explained in the blue table.  

MAJOR CHANGES IN THE SBE BSc-EER AY22-23 

BSc Article EER Topic Remarks 

BSc  1.3 and 1.4 Admissions BSc - Included the regulations of International Classroom and the Numerus Fixus  
- Included the specific mathematics requirements for BSc programmes  

BSc 1.5 Matching procedure Removed the article as students can request this matching process at the SBE, but there are no 
additional regulations needed. 

BSc 1.7/1.8/1.9 Admissions pre-
masters 

- The admission criteria for the pre-masters are adjusted and incorporated in the BSc-EER. 
- A footnote is included to indicate a change of semester for the IB SBE pre-masters in AY23-24.  

BSc 4.1 Registration courses  
and examinations 

Added a paragraph concerning the waiver option with regards to a registration for courses and 
examinations. 

BSc 4.16 Results Added the information as included in the syllabi of educational units to clarify the (partial) results.  

BSc 6.1 Authority and 
maximum 

Adjusted paragraph 2 to clarify that it is only possible for students to receive a maximum of 60.0 ECTS 
credits in total in their Bachelor’s study programme, not additionally to Article 6.3.  

BSc 8.5 Educational Minor in 
BSc Fiscal Economics 

Added the Educational minor in BSc Fiscal Economics to inform students this the EER of BSc Biomedical 
Sciences at FHML applies to this programme, including some information in which this Educational 
minor for BSc FE defers from the Educational minor as in the FHML EER. 

BSc 9.2 Measures/sanctions 
in case of Fraud 

Added that, contrary to the UM Regulation for Fraud and Irregularities, the SBE BoE will impose 
sanctions to all students involved in a group assignment, even if only one of the students committed 
fraud.  BoE has changed the order of the wording of this article slightly. 

BSc 15.2 Subjects of Appeal Removed the double mentioning of decisions made by the BoE. 

BSc 20.7 and 
20.8 

Open programme 
pre-masters 

Revised Article 20.7 to allow students to replace disciplinary courses within the SBE pre-master instead 
of the open programme article. Removed Article 20.8 as a result of this change.  

BSc Appendix I 
Article 1 

Transitional 
Regulations 

The wording has been adjusted to include all types of courses. The distinction has been made in the 
cancellation of elective courses in which students have not obtained partial results yet.  

BSc Appendix I 
BSc-EER 21-
22 Art 16.5 

Transitional 
regulations BSc 
Business Analytics 

Added the transitional regulations for EBC1043 and EBC1044 in Business Analytics. 
Added the transitional regulations for EBC2053 in the pre-master Financial Economics 
Added the transitional regulations for EBC2111 in the pre-master Human Decision Science 

BSc Appendix IV Study Abroad Rules 
and Regulations 

Added the Rules and Regulations of the Study Abroad requirement as an appendix to the BSc-EER. 

 

  



CHANGES TO CLARIFY THE EER BASED ON EXISTING INFORMATION 

BSc Article Topic Remarks 

BSc  Definition of terms - Added “assignment”  
- Added “extracurricular activity” 
- Added “GMAT” in the definitions 
- Added “GRE” in the definitions 
- Added “partner universities” in the definition of terms. 
- Added “SBE council” 
- Specified the definition of the International Classroom requirement. 

BSc 2 Applicability of the BSc-
EER 

Split the pre-masters into SBE Business pre-masters and SBE Economics pre-masters. 

BSc 4.3 Rules of Procedure for 
examinations 

Only referred to as available on MySBE intranet as it is not attached to the EER. 

BSc 4.6 up to 
4.13 

Education and 
examination 

Changed article 4.6 and 4.7 to article 4.12 and 4.13 respectively to streamline the BSc and MSc EER. 
Also changed all references to any of the shifted articles from article 4.6 up to and including 4.13. 

BSc 4.14 Special examination 
regulations 

Removed dyslexia as an example to be more inclusive. 

BSc 5.2 Objection procedure This article has been generalised, pending future changes. 

BSc 6.4 No registration of results 
for exemptions 

Modified the wording of this article to avoid any confusion with the term “No grades (NG)”. The 
regulations have remained the same as before. 

BSc 16.5-16.9 Programme outlines BSc 
programmes 

Included the learning goals of each BSc programme to each BSc programme outline. 

BSc 18.1 Honours programme Included the selection criteria for the Honours programme 

BSc 18.2 MARBLE programme Included the selection criteria for the MARBLE programme 

BSc 18.3 International Case 
Competitions 

Included the regulations of the International Case Competitions. 

BSc 19 Open Programmes Adjusted paragraph 4 as the BoE does not establish the requirements for the open programmes. 

BSc 20.4-20.5 SBE pre-masters outlines - Changed the articles to 20.4 SBE Business pre-master’s outlines and 20.5 SBE Economics pre-
masters outlines.  

- Specified more clearly what the disciplinary courses are in the Business pre-masters and no 
mention of the disciplinary courses in the Economics pre-masters, to support Article 20.7 

BSc 20.10  
 

Admission to SBE Master Split the article into admission into SBE Master’s programmes for SBE Business pre-masters and 
admission into SBE Master’s programmes for SBE Economics pre-masters. 

BSc 21.1 Evaluation Added the article from the MSc-EER (17.1) to streamline both EERs. 



BSc Appendix I Transitional regulations 
BSc E&OR, BSc FE 

- The order of the transitional has been changed, from old to new. 
- Removed all transitional regulations applying to 2021-2022, only kept the transitional regulations 

applying to 2022-2023 and later. 
 

 

Additional change version SBE BSc-EER 22-23 version 02.22-23 

BSc Article Topic Remarks 

BSc Appendix I Transitional regulations 
BSc FE 

Correction of the course codes for Privaatrecht I. The transitional regulations remains the same, but  a 
mistake in the use of the course code (EBC2128 vs EBC1050) is corrected. 

 


